INTRO TO COMPETITIVE SHOOTING IN HELENA
& SWAP MEET*

3GUN, Cowboy Action, Defensive Pistol, Field Practical Rifle, and
USPSA Practical Pistol
In preparation for the upcoming competitive shooting season here in Helena, the LAST CHANCE HANDGUNNERS will be hosting a
FREE new competitor clinic on March 25, 2017. Come join us for a day of learning, shooting, and lunch is on us.
WHAT: New competitor clinic. This FREE, no cost clinic, will incorporate an introduction to the rules, scoring, divisions, and match structure of the multiple
disciplines listed above. Bring your own firearms, ammo, and ears/eyes to run through courses of fire for each of these disciplines if you so desire. (If you
have specific questions on gear, please check out our website below, and email the specific point of contact for each discipline you are interested in.)
WHO: YOU!! From junior shooters to senior shooters; men and women; families; everyone is invited. Never participated in competitive shooting? This is
for you. Already shot a few matches? This is for you. Curious what competitive shooting is? Then, this is for you as well. Bottom line, if you want to enjoy
a day of shooting, become more proficient with your weapons, have fun, meet fellow local shooters, and learn about local competitive shooting, then THIS IS
FOR YOU. All skill levels welcome and encouraged, from beginners to seasoned shooters.
WHEN: Saturday, March 25, 2017 between 1000 and 1400. This is an “Open House” event, meaning come down at your leisure, take a look at what
interests you, talk to the different disciplines, see a stage for each discipline, watch someone demonstrate a course of fire, shoot a course of fire as many
times as you would like, or participate however you would like.
WHERE: Last Chance Handgunners High Ore range in Boulder, MT. When travelling on I-15 south of Boulder, use exit 160 (High Ore Rd). From there,
follow the signs to the range. (NOTE: You do not need to be a member of Last Chance Handgunners to attend this clinic or matches in the future.)
WANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Check out the clubs website at: www.lastchancehandgunners.com. The website lists each discipline and has
contact info to obtain additional information if you so desire. Also, check out www.montanashootingsports.com for competitive shooting info in Montana.
*SWAP MEET: If you have shooting gear you want to sell or trade, bring it with you for display. Buyers: You never know what kind of deal you might find!

